ND honors Hume for peace mission

By BRAD PRENDERGAST
News Editor

When looking back on John Hume's childhood in Derry, Northern Ireland, one would have expected that he would inevitably join his fellow Catholics in the armed conflict against British rule. After all, he came from a family mired in poverty, in a town decimated by unemployment, in a land more concerned with religious differences than with religion itself.

But Hume, who will receive the 1995 Notre Dame Award tonight, has pulled himself out of the fire of his political roots entrenched in Northern Ireland's civil rights movement of the late '60s. In 1969, he was elected as an independent to Northern Ireland's Parliament. A year later, he and five other non-Unionist members of the Parliament formed the SDLP, becoming its leader in 1979.

Hume has his ticket, we hope to hasten the peace process for which he hungered and thirsted. He has had his political roots entrenched in Northern Ireland's civil rights movement of the late '60s. In 1969, he was elected as an independent to Northern Ireland's Parliament. A year later, he and five other non-Unionist members of the Parliament formed the SDLP, becoming its leader in 1979.

That same year, Hume was elected to a seat in the European Parliament, where he still holds one of the three Northern Ireland seats. He has served in the British Parliament since 1983.

But the most distinguishing note on his political resume was his controversial decision to open talks with Sinn Fein leader Gerry Adams two years ago. Originally developed as a response to a peace offered on both sides, the talks nevertheless led to the cease-fire.

Hume's decision to talk with Adams was an idea born out of his belief in non-violence. "If you don't believe in violence then your only weapon is dialogue," Hume told Europe Magazine last summer.

Student Senate
Senate approves fund allocations for 1996-97 year

By BRAD PRENDERGAST
News Editor

Student Senate put to rest several budgetary matters for the 1996-97 school year at its meeting yesterday, approving the student body's 1996-97 lines to campus governing organizations, the allocations to student clubs, and the distribution of funds to charity from the sales of 1996's The Shirt.

The budget, approved by a vote of 14-1 with one abstention, was developed after the budget committee, led by student body treasurer Erin Hume, met with leaders of the various student government organizations during a day-long session Sunday.

The budget passed through the senate with little discussion yesterday, except from Matt Griffin, president of the class of 1998, who objected to the distribution of funds to campaigns of all clubs.

"I'm concerned with the disparity of different classes in fund levels," Griffin said during the Senate meeting, noting that the class of 1997 received $19,000 — about $10,000 more than the class of 1998 and $16,000 more than the incoming freshman class.

The freshman council received a smaller amount of funding because it usually does not organize and plan activities until two to three weeks after school starts.

The Observer/Mike Ruma

Abstain

McDonald and Kelly Meyer ticket took 35 percent of the votes.

"For our hall, the voter turnout could have been better," said Holloway.

"But I guess after four times, it gets a little old," said Christine Rinnebold, vice-president elect for the Residence Hall Association, out, and we could tell then it was going to be a special project," Wyant offered.

The proposed superintendent is no stranger to construction on the Notre Dame campus: Wyant has been involved in numerous projects, from the construction of the new concourse to filling theESL
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Chernobyl forest fire dredges up old fears of radiation

KIEV, Ukraine

Radioactive levels around the Chernobyl nuclear power plant rose as much as tenfold after fires swept through nearby villages in the exclusion zone around the plant, firefighters said Thursday.

The fires are the latest in a series of fires around the exclusion zone, which has been declared a no-go area for the past 10 years.

Firefighters said the fires started in the exclusion zone and spread to nearby villages, where they have been burning for several days.

The fires have caused concerns among local residents, who say they are being exposed to high levels of radiation.

The Ukrainian government has announced plans to evacuate residents from the exclusion zone, but many are reluctant to leave their homes.

IRA bombs blast British bridge

LONDON

Two bomb explosions at the Hammersmith Bridge area of west London Wednesday night after telephoned warnings from the Irish Republican Army.

The blasts came shortly after 11 p.m. (6 p.m. EST), more than half an hour after the warning calls to The Associated Press office.

The bridge had been cleared and blocked off and a search was under way when the blasts occurred.

Radio, said: "This is thrilling."
Palestinians face historic choice

By SAID GHAZALI:

GAZA CITY, Gaza Strip

Palestinians feared a historic choice yesterday — publicly facing violence against Israel and keep the armed struggle option open or rewarding the Israelis by spilling a chance for statehood.

Members of the Palestine National Council, the Palestinian parliament in exile, were asked to vote in a special session tonight on whether to revoke portions of the PLO charter that call for the destruction of Israel. Israel has said it would freeze peace talks if Yasser Arafat did not keep his promise to get the clauses revoked by May 7.

Arafat, the PLO leader, warned hardliners Tuesday that if they voted against the charter, they would be responsible for the Palestinians missing a historic opportunity.

"You arouse my anger, you arouse my spirit. Am I going to have a Palestinian dream or not?" Arafat said in his emotional plea. "We don't want to go any further. We don't want to go any further because of the other one."

Arafat initially was not expected before the weekend, but council officials said yesterday that debate on revoking the charter would begin tonight.

Some council members object to deleting the clauses because Israel has not recognized the Palestinians' right to statehood.

Opposition has been deepened by the growing economic blockade imposed by Israel in the West Bank and Gaza Strip following Gaza's two-month-old military strike in Lebanon.

Palestinian Prime Minister Shimon Peres of Israel said in an interview broadcast yesterday that he was impressed by Arafat's efforts to change the charter.

"It is a very important step," Peres said on Israeli radio. "Perhaps Peres faces May 29 election day.

Arab leaders, who are not involved in the debate, would boost support for peace-making in Israel.

"This is a cornerstone of the whole process," Dromi said. "If he makes good on his promise, then Israelis will be less reluctant to go on with the process."}

Law strengthens U.S. in fight against terrorism

By TERENCE HUNT:

WASHINGTON

Survivors of the Oklahoma City and the World Trade Center — some of them wiping away tears — watched President Clinton sign a bill yesterday imposing tougher penalties for the war against terrorism.

At a ceremony on the South Lawn, Clinton told the bombing survivors and the families of victims of 11 other terrorist attacks, "We renew our fight against those who seek to terrorize us, in your names."

We send a loud, clear message today all over the world, in the everyday life of the students at Notre Dame, according to Powers. Examples of this, she said, included names of bookstore basketball teams, the comments of male fans at women's soccer games, SYFs, and the male response to changing Cavanaugh to a female dorm.

"Women students seem to dwell in a hostile environment," Powers said.

This week marks the time of year that we set aside time to reflect on our obligation to pass on to future generations a clean and healthy environment. In support of these efforts, the Notre Dame Bookstore is pleased to offer many titles dedicated to a concern for the protection of our environment. Please help us celebrate precious moments on earth by educating and preparing ourselves to be faithful stewards of our often fragile environment.
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If you're not there, you're missing something

ANTOSSAL '96

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

Food & Activities
Booths 1 - 5pm
@ Fieldhouse Mall
(Rain Location: LaFortune Ballroom & Huddle)

Featuring:
• Free Sno-Cones & Cotton Candy • GRAINS & GRINDS bagel bite contest (3pm) • YO-YO contest (sponsored by Yo-Cream/3:30pm) • Class of 1998 Tattoo Booth • Siegfried Hall MANDI ABDO Scavenger Hunt • Juggling Booth • Recyclin' Irish TIE DYE • College Democrats • CARE • AIDS Awareness • Caricatures • Climbing Club at the ROCK: Orientation 6:30-8pm & Open Climbing 8-10pm

Campus Wide Twister Contest 4pm
@ Fieldhouse Mall
(Rain Location: LaFortune Ballroom)

Bouncy Basketball & Velcro Obstacle Course 1 - 5pm
@ Fieldhouse Mall
(Rain Location: Stepan Center)

Outdoor Acoustic Concert 4 - 7pm
• Emily Lord • Cod 'n Salsa • 5th Harmonic
@ Rockne Memorial Steps - South Quad

add nine in concert 4 - 7pm
@ Fieldhouse Mall

Outdoor Movie 7:30pm
Ferris Bueller's Day Off
FREE Popcorn
@ Fieldhouse Mall
(Rain Location: JACC)

RAVE dance following movie
@ Fieldhouse Mall
(Rain Location: JACC)

Material Issue in concert doors open at 9pm
With Luster
@ Alumni/Senior Club

Very Special Thanks to:
• SARG
• Alumni Association
• Alumni Senior Club
• The Huddle

Prizes Donated by:
• Outback Steakhouse
• BW-3
• Wings, etc...
• Papa John's
• Power Tan

• Spankies
• Chub's
• Outpost Sports
• Pete Colonial Pub
• Anthony Travel
• Applebee's

• Barnes & Noble
• Best Buy
• United Limo
• Burger King
• College Football
• Hall of Fame

Thursday, April 25, 1996
U.S. proposes cease-fire to end Lebanon warfare

By BARRY SCHWEID
Associated Press

DAMASCUS, Syria
As Secretary of State Warren Christopher talked for 4 1/2 hours yesterday with the Syrian president, President Clinton met in Washington with Lebanon’s president and reported “encouraging news” on the work toward a truce between Israel and Hezbollah guerrillas.

But Clinton’s guest, Iyad Harawi, said he cannot guarantee a lasting end to the violence being played out in southern Lebanon so long as Israeli troops remain there in their self-declared security zone. A cease-fire Christopher is trying to seal would not require Israeli withdrawal, but a competing French proposal would.

Christopher and President Hafez Assad were discussing a one-page U.S. cease-fire proposal with suggested Israeli changes.

Peace
continued from page 1

“Military” victories are not solutions. You need compromise,” Hume explained his willingness to enter into the talks with Adams despite the daunting personal and political risks involved. In a recent Commonweal magazine interview with Irish writer Mary Pat Kelly, “I sat down and thought it through,” he said, “and I decided if after 25 years and 20,000 troops, that if I could save even one life by talking to one man, I would do it.”

For Hume, achieving Irish nationalism through armed conflicts is not just unrealistic, it is undesirable. His message over the years has been consistently that, “The only unity I cherish is that which has the whole-hearted and freely-given support of my Protestant fellow countrymen.”

In describing his political philosophy to Kelly, Hume said, “I grew up in poverty—all I knew was unemployment in our house.”

“When I returned home, I felt that I had a duty to give back to those who weren’t so lucky as I was.”

“That essentially has been my driving force. I’ve always believed that the basic right of all is the right to existence, bread on your table and a roof over your head, and that’s an essential part of what you’re born with and where you’re born. And that accident of birth, whether it’s race, nationality, or creed, should never be the source of hatred or conflict.”

Despite a recurrence of IRA bombings early this year in London, including two blasts yesterday in west London, Prime Minister John Bruton of Ireland and John Major of Britain have pledged to continue all-party peace talks beginning in June, and Hume continues to be a central figure in paving the way for the talks.

Hume was given a Peace-makers Award by Notre Dame’s Kroc Institute for International Peace Studies in 1987 and has received honorary degrees from Catholic University of America. St. Joseph’s University in Philadelphia and Tusculum College in Tennessee.

The Notre Dame Award was established in 1992, in celebration of the University’s sesquicentennial, to honor persons within and without the Catholic Church, citizens of every nation, whose religious faith has quickened learning, whose learning has engendered sounder judgment, and whose deeds give witness to God’s kingdom among us.

A News for peace will be celebrated in the basilica of the Sacred Heart at 5:05 p.m. tonight. Hume will receive his award at a ceremony beginning at 8 p.m. in Stepan Center.

Study
continued from page 1

The Faculty Dining Hall, located on the second-floor of South Dining Hall, will be open until 3 a.m. during study days as well as finals week. Student Government is also extending the hours of the Library and the first floor of the Humanities Library and the first floor of the LaFortune Student Center. The library’s extended hours will be in effect May 2 through May 10, and LaFortune’s extended hours will be in effect May 4 through May 8.

“Additional study space is crucial to the students during finals week, and we hope that the students take advantage of those additional areas,” said Kate McShane, executive coordinator of Intellectual Life.

area, obtaining additional e-mail computers, continuing the Hall Spirit Week tradition, and recognizing Holy Cross athletes.

“We’re really excited about the results,” said Antes. “We’ll do our best to live up to our hall’s decision.”

Election
continued from page 1

The goals we tried to set,” said Antes. “Major platform plans include making one of the Holy Cross parlors into a smoke-free study

Follow the Fighting Irish to
Ireland
Visit the Cork Jazz Festival

October 25 - November 3
Join us for eight days in Ireland (two weekends and a week), featuring Irish entertainment, all-inclusive meals and Notre Dame football.

Only $2150 from Chicago
Only $1450 from Chicago

October 30 - November 8
If you only have a weekend, you can still enjoy the beauty of Ireland and Notre Dame football — and of course plenty of Irish entertainment.

Only $2150 from Chicago

Ocean World Travel
For complete brochure, call 1-800-638-9150 or (414) 224-2230

Peace
continued from page 1

Announcing the AT&T
"Ultimate ROAD TRIP"
Sweeptakes.

STUDYING ABROAD THIS FALL? AT&T would like to help pay your way.

10 GRAND PRIZE WINNERS
Round-Trip Air Transportation from the U.S. to the country where you will study.

Plus thousands of other chances to win...

• Leather-bound passport folders
• High-quality currency converters

To enter, call

1-800-789-9947

Or see your Study Abroad Counselor for more details.
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CAMPUS MINISTRY...

In my end is my beginning ...

-T.S. Eliot

In less than two weeks, my five years at Notre Dame will end, but in every end, there is a new beginning. I have learned many things during my time here - how to twirl my pen around my thumb, how to talk in medieval English (thanks Prof. Vasta), what’s safe to eat at the dining halls - but most importantly, I have come to learn that time is a precious life which has its own essence and being. Time past and time future are not yours for the taking, but it is in the time present that the world is in our hands.

CARPE DIEM! Too often this cliche is thrown around without truly realizing its significance to our lives. We must, each and every one of us, “Seize the Day” which God has given us, for we certainly can’t change the past, and who knows if we will have even be a tomorrow.

During this time of the year, I have always almost cracked up from the anxiety of the ever-imposing finals week. It’s so difficult to enjoy the splendor of the changing season. It is also difficult to keep within our hearts the beauty of the Easter season. The celebration of Christ’s Resurrection is not just another day to enjoy our lives. This might sound crazy but enjoy going crazy from all the anxieties that your profs have unmercifully burdened you with. There will never be another time like now to cram for that last exam. And there will never be another time like now to enjoy all the things which God has given for us.

Chris Cox, a friend who is currently working in Chile, recently wrote, “May Christ’s love easter us.” The Notre Dame experience comes only once in our lives. Enjoy this time while you can. Let it easter in you as Christ’s love in us every single moment of our lives.

Patrick Barredo

Come listen and join
The Notre Dame Women’s Choir & The Handbell Choirs
Sunday, April 28, 1996 at 8:00 p.m.
in the Basilica of the Sacred Heart

FOURTH SUNDAY OF EASTER

Weekend Presidents at Sacred Heart Basilica
Sat. April 27 5:00 p.m. Rev. Edward A. Malloy, C.S.C.
Sun. April 28 10:00 a.m. Rev. Richard Warner, C.S.C.
11:45 a.m. Rev. Robert Dowd, C.S.C.

Sunday Vespers
Sun. April 28 7:15 p.m. Sister Carrine Ethridge, I.H.M.

Scripture Readings For This Coming Sunday
1st Reading Acts 2:14, 36-41
2nd Reading 1 Peter 2:20-25
Gospel John 10:1-10
Friday, April 26

Come to the
All-Class Picnic

You’ll have a chance to network with Alumni representatives from across the country.

No matter what you’re doing in the future
• grad school, volunteer or military service, full time employment, or a summer internship •
Find out how you can get involved in the Alumni Club of your destination, city/state/area.

Look for Alumni Club Banners at Stepan Fields 5–7 PM

If rain:
Clubs West of the Mississippi will meet in South DH
Clubs East will meet in North DH

Sponsored by: Alumni Association, SARG, An Tostal Committee, and Student Activities.
**THE OBSERVER**

**KEVORKIAN KORNER**

**THE Unabomber: A True American Hero?**

A number of my more astute readers have predicted the connection by now. Why is it, they point out, that Observers are sitting at just about the same time they caught the Unabomber? Is this merely coincidence, like the un-castigation of Vincent Foster, or the periodic "acts of God" we are given to believe lay behind the destruction of valuable records in southern California? Just what is the connection here, anyway?

I have to confess to more than a twinge of empathy with the Unabomber. After all is said and done, the man was really just another student and, let's face it: is there really anyone out there that doesn't have even a little bit of admiration for the guy? He did after all use the combined powers of the computer and mail-order to good effect for seventeen years — and all without leaving his cabin. One can imagine the scene — there would be the Unabomber, sitting over his bowl of chili, reading the latest pornographies of the stymied G-men and, we can imagine, having himself a well-earned chuckle.

You have to think that the FBI had a warm spot for the Unabomber too. Can it really be owing to his academic background that he was allowed the dignity of a towed jacket over his orange prisoner suit? I think that "Teddie" as he is known to his friends in Mexico, actually fits everybody's ideal of what we want our terrorists to be. After all, don't we judge a nation by its terrorists? When the perpetrators of the World Trade Center bombing were found out to be a bunch of bearded Arab zealots under the direction of an evil Santa Claus in Iran, was anybody shocked? Of course not. The urbane European ter­ rorists of movie lore are a wish fulfill­ ing fantasy pure and simple. Imagine Jeremy Irons or Rutger Hauer trying to get the drop on back on a car bomb! Or complaining that the court sketch artist made them look too villainous. Please. We've been thinking of Arabs as beard­ ed zealots for years: terrorists are, after all, terrorists. What is his prime export to the American imagination.

But, you point out, what about Tim McVeigh? This buzzsaw meekness looks more like the guy in cammies who blow­ ers at your hometown outfield than he does a full-fledged terrorist. Who wouldn't prefer old Ted Kaczynski? a reclusive montanist in the tradi­ tion of Thorare, the Unabomber was everything McVeigh isn't. He has a legitimate cause, what I think is a highly defensible position on science and tech­ nology, and infinite patience and com­ bined powers of frustration. He has a certain appreciation of life. His view of the human race is typi­ cally American: that family reunion invite is tick­ ing. And really — there are better channels for seeing your work into print than by extorting the Washington Post. You can send in to Common Sense, for example. I think sometimes that some of our authors are candidates to succeed the Unabomber as Public Enemy Number One. (That is why he was called the Unabomber, isn't it?)

It may not be as true of undergraduates, but I've been thinking about how people in different depart­ ments seem to have the same tempera­ ments. I first noticed this, of all places, when sitting at a party of a few of my roommates and saw the word "unabridged." The other side of the coin is the quandary of what to do with the old Unabomber: who was it? What was he? Why was he? Why what was he? You have to think that... But maybe he (or she!) is still out there.

**Josh Ozersky**

**QUOTE OF THE DAY**

"A conservative is someone who admires radicals a century after they're dead."

---Anonymous
NINJA

Ambient music has come on a wave since the huge success of The Orb dramatically popularized the genre in the early '90s. The double album, Earthrise, by Ninja 2 represents a welcome addition, even if it sometimes falls short of the mark. Conceived as a labor of love by the trio, the result is an overlush and nonchalant mix of the traditional and the experimental.

Earthrise is easily recognizable. In fact, it's actually a follow-up to their previous album, Fairweather Johnson. Most bands stick to the familiar turf of their solo albums. With all compilations come a few duds, and Jesus Lizard, Man or Astroman? space-punk. Shellac, the supergroup of former Pixies guitarist, D'Arcy Wretzky and singer, David Edwardς, has raised Earthrise onto a much higher plane and saved it from the obscurity to which it seemed destined.

--by Julian Elliott

VARIOUS ARTISTS

Lounge Ax Defense and Relocation

The Lounge Ax logo is a black-and-white silhouetted image of a guitar, with the words "Lounge Ax" written above it. The logo has a sense of movement and energy, reflecting the spirit of the label and its music.

In spite of the label's small size, Lounge Ax has managed to put together a diverse and talented lineup of artists. Many of these artists are well-known in the alternative music scene, and their contributions to the album add to its overall appeal.

The album is a mix of rock, punk, and alternative music, with each artist bringing their own unique style to the mix. This diversity is one of the hallmarks of the Lounge Ax label, and it is something that sets them apart from other independent labels.

The Lounge Ax Defense and Relocation album is a testament to the label's ability to curate a collection of tracks that are both cohesive and diverse. It is a must-listen for fans of alternative rock and punk, and it is sure to please anyone looking for a new and interesting collection of music.

--by Kevin Dolan

Lounge Ax's strongest moments come when a handful of bands add new sweeteners to their normal flavors. The Arbors work a surfy, mock-tv theme song, "Mark Price P.I.," that neatly melds their quirky, alternate-tuning sounds with the Coctails, not only will you get excellent comp, but also a cleaner bar-band at the door. Superchunk's "Soda Tab" overcomes the band's sail from the pop-punk days of old into the slower, more mature waters of Here's Where the String Comes In.

Lounge Ax's "Arrival" is a blessing for those owners of other things on the radio. Except, of course, there are the flaws. With all compilations come a few duds, and Jesus Lizard, Bad Livers, and the Mekons take the bullet for the greatest dud. Superchunk's "Soda Tab" overcomes the band's sail from the pop-punk days of old into the slower, more mature waters of Here's Where the String Comes In.

On "Arrival," it's time to lighten things up with the uppity Fairweather Johnson & the Eholics. The joke is that "Arrival" is a bit too much of a novelty piece, but it's a nod to the early days of the label.

--by Brian Dierkes

New Releases

The new album by Hootie & the Blowfish is a welcome addition to the genre. The band's signature sound of southern rock and country music is still present, but with a bit more experimentation and a darker, more mature tone.

The album features a mix of old favorites and new material, with a few surprises along the way. The band's guitar and bass lines are still prominent, but the vocals have a more mature and refined quality.

Overall, the album is a success for Hootie & the Blowfish. It shows that they are still capable of putting out a solid record, and it should be well-received by fans of the band. For those who appreciate a good southern rock album, this is definitely one to check out.

--by Kevin Dolan
Concert review

No Doubt Steals the Show

by Joey Crawford

T
dow mainsteam, commercial bands put on quite a show in Assembly Hall at Indiana University on April 20, but the opening band, Bush and the Goo Goo Dolls have astounding commercial success. Their music has played... and played... and played on the radio, almost to the point where it becomes monotonous. No Doubt, on the other hand, is a virtually unknown band from the music-rich area of Southern California. Sure, they have enjoyed a bit of commercial success with the release of their single, “I’m Just a Girl,” but they definitely stick to the roots of music. No Doubt is a band that busts a fun fast to listen to, but they are lacking in cutting edge, originality and talent. Their music is characterized by a strong Seattle influence with a twist of British flair.

Lead singer Gwen Stefani seems to think he is somewhat of a god in the music business. She often has an overbearing attitude about being a rock star. The band has been around for quite some time. They have been better, but they are certainly not legendary, despite Gwen’s nebulous attempts. One album does not make a great band.

The Goo Goo Dolls put a virtually worthless performance. Things would have been much better if they stayed in the back and let No Doubt play during their set. The band is totally influenced by the new wave of bands that came out after the dance music explosion. Their musical style is completely different, and they have been more successful. Goo Goo Dolls have been more successful, but they are certainly not legendary, despite Gwen’s nebulous attempts. One album does not make a great band.

The opening band, No Doubt, definitely stole the show. Lead singer of the entire band is a perfect little Guy, who is a bit of a punk. The band has one of the best performances. They captivated the crowd (many people missed their performance because of the Little 500 race) with their interesting conglomerate of music. Their musical style has been compared to the Police and the Mighty Mighty Bosstones, and the young band is taking it all in stride. Very few “punk” bands can boast a female lead singer; this band has one of the best. Drummer Adrian Young explains, “I don’t know what it is like to play with a male lead singer, so it’s basically normal. Most of the lyrics reflect her relationships at the time.”

No Doubt has been around for eight years and made the long overdue rise from obscurity with the release of their new album, “Doll,” which has sold more than a million copies. The band is totally musically innovative. They have been around for quite some time. They have been better, but they are certainly not legendary, despite Gwen’s nebulous attempts. One album does not make a great band.

Without a doubt, this band hopes to avoid the same fizzle that many other bands endure. No Doubt promises to do the same thing, but they are certainly not legendary, despite Gwen’s nebulous attempts. One album does not make a great band.

The production is a little stripped down than most bands, but the staff really did a great job. I haven’t listened to that much new music in the last six months, but the stuff I really like, like Wilco and Sonic Youth, that kind of stuff I really like. So I’m not surprised to have so many labels, but obviously that’s not a very original thought on my part.

C & D: Do you think there is going to be some sort of movement away from using the “a” word? JS: I think that there is going to be a move away from it. It’s just less like the first EP that came out on Slaughterland. Do you think that’s true? YS: Yeah, I think it’s true, but it’s not done on purpose. JS: No, it’s just what we feel. We have now had the ability to have more time to work on things and make our idea more from the ground up and less about being hip, which is a bit of irony that occurred.

Without a doubt, this band hopes to avoid the same fizzle that many other bands endure. No Doubt promises to do the same thing, but they are certainly not legendary, despite Gwen’s nebulous attempts. One album does not make a great band.

The production is a little more stripped down than most bands, but the staff really did a great job. I haven’t listened to that much new music in the last six months, but the stuff I really like, like Wilco and Sonic Youth, that kind of stuff I really like. So I’m not surprised to have so many labels, but obviously that’s not a very original thought on my part.

C & D: Do you think there is going to be some sort of movement away from using the “a” word? JS: I think that there is going to be a move away from it. It’s just less like the first EP that came out on Slaughterland. Do you think that’s true? YS: Yeah, I think it’s true, but it’s not done on purpose. JS: No, it’s just what we feel. We have now had the ability to have more time to work on things and make our idea more from the ground up and less about being hip, which is a bit of irony that occurred.

Without a doubt, this band hopes to avoid the same fizzle that many other bands endure. No Doubt promises to do the same thing, but they are certainly not legendary, despite Gwen’s nebulous attempts. One album does not make a great band.

The production is a little more stripped down than most bands, but the staff really did a great job. I haven’t listened to that much new music in the last six months, but the stuff I really like, like Wilco and Sonic Youth, that kind of stuff I really like. So I’m not surprised to have so many labels, but obviously that’s not a very original thought on my part.
ATTENTION ALL LEGIAN, GAY AND БЕЗЕЙТICAL STUDENTS, STAFF, AND FACULTY.

When you hear about a group that dare not speak its name, Thursday thru Sat.

Midnight Midnight

COPIES OF GROUPS BOOK GET ON THE PRINCIPAL BILL. —IT’S TOO LATE.

Michiana Observer! Come in and place your order today!

Lost keys and other important items. Last seen Thursday before Easter.

Lost College CALL BOSTON ••••••••••••••

National Parks, Forests & Wildlife

ALASK SUMMER EMPLOYMENT THROUGH THE OFFICE SOLUTIONS.

Representative in the state of Michigan. Today: 312-528-1462.

Focus on exceeding customer needs and expectations.

In 1997, IKON Office Solutions won the Business of the Year award from the National Association of Women Business Owners.

FOR SALE

Double list in prime condition. $40 Call 312-876-0915 and offer for pickup.

Early morning of a classic F.R. Rain breakfast for註冊 DRUMMER KEYBOARDIST Who knows how to play violin. Brian x104

Wanted Back issues of JUBLIEE, 15930 S. 939. Walnut 319, Mich. 214-9045, 495-1699

Summer Blizzard Wanted 2 days 2-week 2 my space with 2. Must have reliable transportation Please call 277-1876

A TOWN PAL SYSTEM ••••••••••••••

—Oh, Gd, Er. Gd, Rue •••••••••••••

—oy, rd, Gd/o

FACEBOOK: GREAT FOR SUMMER BEST OFFICE

CALL SARAH DJ JR X307

Summer suitelease at Campus Park 9 May 20-31. Call 273-2414

Midstaches, clean-up spots, $500.00/month, open call May 13, 277-4880.

Looking for roaming to share a room. The email list. Kailin at freemail.edu

D.J. Mixer 4 Channels, Cross-Fader, 6 Band Equalizer, Mic. Talkback, Effects, Cue Switch, etc. by Lux Sound.

$250 Flat

3 rooms brick ranch, 5 mwy to campus, pool, full basement, $500 plus utilities, open call May 25, 277-4766.

NEED HOUSE!! $250 plus utilities and lots of extras.

1,400我相信 $500 for a couple of the deals.$368, 363-2933.

$270, 273-2920

L只能 466-1568

1st floor brick ranch, 5 mwy to campus, pool, full basement, $500 plus utilities, open call May 25, 277-4766.

TONIGHT!!

$250 Flat

3 rooms brick ranch, 5 mwy to campus, pool, full basement, $500 plus utilities, open call May 25, 277-4766.

L只能 466-1568

$250 Flat

3 rooms brick ranch, 5 mwy to campus, pool, full basement, $500 plus utilities, open call May 25, 277-4766.
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We are pleased to announce that the following University of Notre Dame graduates have accepted a position with our Worldwide Organization:

Tracy Allega, B.A., Mathematics & Computer Applications  
Chicago

Amy Amador, B.S., Computer Science  
Northbrook

Alazen Arrien, B.S., Computer Science  
Washington D.C.

Greg Bannon, B.S., Chemical Engineering  
Chicago

Anmarie Belknap, MBA  
Chicago

Jeffrey Boetlicher, B.B.A., Finance  
Chicago

Kathleen Clark, B.A. Design & Computer Applications  
Portland

Randall Colley, MBA  
Chicago

Bryan Connolly, B.A., Government & Computer Applications  
Boston

Lucy Coughlin, B.A., English & Computer Applications  
Chicago

Shelly Demott, B.B.A., MIS  
Northbrook

Michelle Di Re, B.A., Government & German  
Chicago

Lisa Drury, B.A., German & Computer Applications  
Chicago

Gaspar Duran, B.B.A., MIS  
Austin, TX

Yvette Duran, B.B.A., MIS  
Austin, TX

Catherine Grummer, B.A., Biology  
Chicago

Genna Gwynn, B.A., English & Environmental Sciences  
Chicago

David Hellen, B.S., Science–Business  
Chicago

Eric Hintz, B.S., Aerospace Engineering  
San Francisco

Michael Hoody, B.S., Computer Science  
Chicago

Heather Hughes, B.S., Chemical Engineering  
Boston

Salman Jaddi, B.B.A., Finance  
Chicago

Mary Joel, B.A., Government & Spanish  
New York

Mark Kane, B.A., History & Computer Applications  
Los Angeles

Jim Lasota, B.S., Computer Engineering  
Northbrook

Karen Mackenzie, B.B.A., Marketing  
Chicago

Simon Mclain, B.A., Government & German  
Chicago

Lawrence Mullins, B.S., Chemical Engineering  
Minneapolis

Matthew Murray, B.B.A., Business  
San Francisco

Vishal Pahwai, B.A., Liberal Arts  
Houston

Michael Reichart, MBA  
Northbrook

Jennifer Robinson, B.A., English  
Northbrook

Jill Satanek, B.B.A., Finance & Computer Applications  
Cleveland

Ian Shakelton, B.B.A. Finance  
Chicago

Margaret Stafford, B.A., Mathematics  
Chicago

Anne Therieau, B.A., Economics  
Chicago

Kathleen Timmons, B.A., Design & Computer Applications  
Chicago

Peter Van Overbeke, B.A., Government & Computer Applications  
Chicago

Richard Vollmer, B.B.A., MIS  
Chicago

Mary Wendell, B.B.A., Finance  
Chicago

Danielle Yasuna, MBA  
San Francisco

Amy Zwerk, B.S. Science–Business  
Detroit

We would also like to welcome the following Interns this summer:

Michael Dongvillo, B.S., Computer Science  
Northbrook

Keri Fogarty, B.B.A., MIS  
Chicago

Brendan Hughes, B.A., Economics & Computer Applications  
Chicago

Justin Robert, B.S., Electrical Engineering  
Chicago

Peter Wernau, B.S. Computer Science  
Chicago

Mary Kay Callahan, B.S., Computer Science  
Notre Dame
Twins trounce Tigers with record-setting tally, Red Sox rally

Associated Press

Twins trounce Tigers with record-setting tally, Red Sox rally

Stadium. And he was the slugfest Wednesday in Tiger apologizing for a record-setting run. Myler said, "I think he came over with the idea of ejecting somebody." Bell said, "That's only the second time I've been on the field this year." Erick Bennett (1-0), the third Twins pitcher, gave up two runs and three hits in 1-3 innings. Randy Veres (0-2) was the third of Detroit's seven pitchers and gave up three runs in 1-3 innings. Morlott tripled in a run and scored on Myers' sacrifice fly in the seventh. Myers' two-run single highlighted a five-run eighth and Hale homered in the ninth for his fourth save. Garces, who was called up from Pawtucket earlier in the day, pitched 2-3 scoreless innings and Stanton retired the Rangers in order in the seventh. Stan Bell walked the ninth in the ninth for his fourth save.

Roger Pavlik gave up five runs before leaving with none out in the ninth. Pavlik had a pair of doubles and a pair of singles, including Jeffery's RBI double in the seventh. Pavlik also had a pair of doubles and a pair of singles, including Jeffery's RBI double in the seventh. Pavlik also had a pair of doubles and a pair of singles, including Jeffery's RBI double in the seventh. Pavlik also had a pair of doubles and a pair of singles, including Jeffery's RBI double in the seventh. Pavlik also had a pair of doubles and a pair of singles, including Jeffery's RBI double in the seventh. Pavlik also had a pair of doubles and a pair of singles, including Jeffery's RBI double in the seventh. Pavlik also had a pair of doubles and a pair of singles, including Jeffery's RBI double in the seventh.

IRISH UPDATE: Several former Notre Dame players have been signed by NFL teams as free agents. They include tight end Leon Wallace (Indianapolis Colts), offensive tackle Ryan Leahy (Arizona Cardinals), and safety LaRon Moore (San Francisco 49ers).

continued from page 20

that no matter who is playing," stated Spencer. Fullbacks have always played major roles in Lou Holtz' offense. The era of Jamie Spencer should be no different. He looks forward to making his mark in the Notre Dame offense for the Irish.

"I know how important the big back has been to this team," said Spencer. "I like getting the chance to run the ball and do a lot of other things as well." Right now, Spencer's main concern is getting back to the huddle.

"I'm just working on fundamentals and being consistent. That's the big thing with me-

that no matter who is playing," stated Spencer. Fullbacks have always played major roles in Lou Holtz' offense. The era of Jamie Spencer should be no different. He looks forward to making his mark in the Notre Dame offense for the Irish.

"I know how important the big back has been to this team," said Spencer. "I like getting the chance to run the ball and do a lot of other things as well." Right now, Spencer's main concern is getting back to the huddle.

"I'm just working on fundamentals and being consistent. That's the big thing with me-

being consistent. Jamie Spencer has the size, the speed, and the work ethic it takes to be a great fullback. Irish fans hope the Blue-Gold game was an indication of great things to come.

"Things are looking up as far as the future," said Spencer. Yes.

MERRILL LYNCH CHICAGO INVESTMENT BANKING

FINANCIAL ANALYST - Mergers & Acquisitions: Two year investment banking analyst position involving extensive analytics, examination of a client's capital structure and strategic objectives, research on all relevant industry and competitive issues, and assistance with presentations and special projects. The position requires attention to detail and an ability to handle numerous projects simultaneously. Hours can get long, but the work is rewarding. Each assignment is different, offering the opportunity to learn at an intense and rapid pace. The analyst would be an integral member of the Merger & Acquisitions team in Merrill Lynch's 35 person Chicago investment banking office.

Candidates should have outstanding academic performance and excellent quantitative skills.

Non-Finance related majors welcome. Please send or fax resumes, transcripts and Board Scores to:

Jill E. Bruner
Investment Banking
Merrill Lynch
5500 Sears Tower
Chicago, Illinois 60606
(312) 906-6221
Fax: (312) 906-6261

Only ERASMUS BOOKS

• Used books bought and sold
• 25 categories of Books
• 25,000 hardback and
Paperback books in stock
• Out-of-Print Search Service: $5
• Aproximately large and small

Open noon to six
Tuesday through Sunday
1057 E. Wayne
South Bend, IN 46617
(219)332-8444

50% OFF SHIPPING FEES WHEN YOU ORDER OUR PACKAGES WITH US

All packing, tape, & postages are 50% off when we ship your items home to US. If you ship to CANADA, MEXICO, or somewhere else, WE SHIP IT ALL. Offer good only at MAIL BOXES ETC.

Only Delasoul w/ Reverend Funk
Stephan Friday April 26 8:00pm

with this ad & your ND/SMC/HCC ID at LaFun Info Desk

Student ID Board
Call your parents
and tell them
you’re taking the
toughest course
at school this semester.

Presented by: The Student Union Board and
Notre Dame Athletic Department

Show your stuff at the Champion Guns to Glory
Athletic Challenge Course.

Saturday, April 27th
Field House Quad

Compete for Champion gear and an opportunity to go to
the finals at Coca-Cola’s Olympic City in Atlanta.
There you’ll take on America’s best for the top prize—a trip to the Olympic Games and a 1996 Nissan.
Sweet Sixteen Bookstore Bracket

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bracket</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sweetie</td>
<td>4:00 ST 1</td>
<td>Friday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Untouchables</td>
<td>4:00 ST 5</td>
<td>Saturday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tobacco Cat</td>
<td>4:45 BK 9</td>
<td>Friday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malicious Prosecution</td>
<td>4:00 ST 5</td>
<td>Saturday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Models, Inc.</td>
<td>5:30 BK 9</td>
<td>Friday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCE</td>
<td>4:00 BK 10</td>
<td>Friday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dos Kloskas</td>
<td>6:15 BK 9</td>
<td>Friday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanilla Kernels</td>
<td>6:15 BK 10</td>
<td>Friday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swoosh</td>
<td>4:00 BK 9</td>
<td>Friday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CJ’s Wooden Shoes</td>
<td>5:00 ST 1</td>
<td>Friday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBT III</td>
<td>4:00 BK 9</td>
<td>Friday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hood River Bandits</td>
<td>5:00 ST 2</td>
<td>Friday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Showtime</td>
<td>5:00 ST 1</td>
<td>Friday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>4:00 ST 2</td>
<td>Saturday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST</td>
<td>5:30 BK 10</td>
<td>Saturday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST</td>
<td>5:30 BK 10</td>
<td>Saturday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST</td>
<td>5:30 BK 10</td>
<td>Saturday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST</td>
<td>5:30 BK 10</td>
<td>Saturday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST</td>
<td>5:30 BK 10</td>
<td>Saturday</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**WOMEN'S BOOKSTORE**

RESULTS

Top Five Reasons to Play Bookstore def. Men in Box, 21-1
Team Mau def. Mobile in 'The Bucksnort, 21-15
3 Softballs, a Red and a Wet One def. Thundercloud, 21-15
J.T. and the Trash Talkers def. We Did It., 21-8

Friday and Saturday!

**WHAT'S NEW?**

**The Shifters**

Elliptic Soy Sauce

J.T. and the Trash Talkers def. We Did

**3** Softballs, a Team

Top Five Reasons to Play

Bookstore def. Men in Box, 21-1

Friday and Saturday!

**SMC TENNIS**

Kate Kozacik and the Saint Mary's tennis team will look to end their season on a high note as they travel to Kalamazoo today.

Becky Dresch and蜕的圣马

expected more of the Belles than

unforced errors and poor shot selection.

"We should have won,"" Cromer said. "Nobody looked good. We were slow; we let Valparaiso lull us into their slow game plan."

Freshman No. 6 singles Betty Gemmer agreed. Gemmer said that, though Valparaiso did not hit hard, their consistency wore the Belles down.

"A lot of us thought we could have won,"" Gemmer said. "Valparaiso's people at Nos. 4, 5, and 6 were pushers: they were consistent, but did not put a lot of pace on the ball. We were frustrated the whole day. Mentally, it got to me."

"Today SMC hopes to be mentally

at No. 1 singles, Kalamazoo will

Mentally, it got to

travel to Kalamazoo for the Midwest Invitational and return a National contender

The level of competition was so skewed that Irish pitchers fared better at the plate than St. Norbert hitters. Notre Dame hurlers were a combined 5-13 with five NLI in the two games, led by power-hitting pitcher Christian Parker, who clouted a homerun in each game while occupying the D1 spot and playing the outfield.

Lost amidst all the chaos was Scott Sollmann's record-setting 39th stolen base of the season in the second game. Sollmann's swipe moved him past Pat Pesvasanto, who had held the previous season-high mark of 38 stolen bases.

The Irish will be adminis-

"The Belles struggle in final home match of season"

By STEPHANIE BUUK

Saint Mary's Sports Editor

In their final home match of the season, the Saint Mary's College tennis team hosted Valparaiso University Tuesday, looking to bounce back from a disappointing finish at last weekend's Midwest Invitational Tournament.

Yet the ball took a bad bounce for the Belles. Falling to 16-9 for the season, and 3-6 for the match, SMC struggled with lackluster play in both singles and doubles.

According to junior Kate Kozacik, who won at No. 1 singles 6-4, 6-2, while the Belles played well defensively, they failed to aggressively close out points. Despite her win, Kozacik said that her own play was "not very exciting. I think I did that. I found my opponent's weaknesses, and exploited those, as opposed to me coming up with something."

"My match was not very exciting. I think (Cromer) said it best: we did not play even close to our best tennis."

Cromer said that Valpo took her team out of its element. Coming off of three days of solid tournament play at the Midwest Invitational, Cromer was frustrated the whole day.

According to junior Kate Kozacik, who won at No. 1 singles 6-4, 6-2, while the Belles played well defensively, they failed to aggressively close out points. Despite her win, Kozacik said that her own play was "not very exciting. I think I did that. I found my opponent's weaknesses, and exploited those, as opposed to me coming up with something."
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Cromer said that Valpo took her team out of its element. Coming off of three days of solid tournament play at the Midwest Invitational, Cromer was frustrated the whole day.

According to junior Kate Kozacik, who won at No. 1 singles 6-4, 6-2, while the Belles played well defensively, they failed to aggressively close out points. Despite her win, Kozacik said that her own play was "not very exciting. I think I did that. I found my opponent's weaknesses, and exploited those, as opposed to me coming up with something."

"My match was not very exciting. I think (Cromer) said it best: we did not play even close to our best tennis."

Cromer said that Valpo took her team out of its element. Coming off of three days of solid tournament play at the Midwest Invitational, Cromer was frustrated the whole day.

According to junior Kate Kozacik, who won at No. 1 singles 6-4, 6-2, while the Belles played well defensively, they failed to aggressively close out points. Despite her win, Kozacik said that her own play was "not very exciting. I think I did that. I found my opponent's weaknesses, and exploited those, as opposed to me coming up with something."

"My match was not very exciting. I think (Cromer) said it best: we did not play even close to our best tennis."

Cromer said that Valpo took her team out of its element. Coming off of three days of solid tournament play at the Midwest Invitational, Cromer was frustrated the whole day.
Irish to visit Wildcats in rematch

By WILLY BAUER
Sports Writer

Hoping to get back on track after Tuesday's loss to Northern Illinois, Notre Dame travel to Northwestern, the teams' second meeting of the year.

The Irish opened the season against the Wildcats, winning the game 1-0. However, circumstances are different coming into the final non-conference game of the season.

"I don't know how we'll do right now," said coach Liz Miller, who chases elusive win number 700. "We have people with humps, bruises and bumps. I don't know if we'll be focused. I hope we'll be ready, but we have a lot of distractions."

Those distractions are injuries, and they are a little more than a few bumps and bruises.

All-American pitcher Terri Kobata almost certainly has pitched her last game at Notre Dame, suffering from tendonitis in her wrist. Second baseman Andrea Kollar was hit in the face during practice and also is out indefinitely.

To complicate matters, pitcher Joy Batterby now has problems forcing her out of the rotation. The loss of Batterby, who pitched a no-hitter last weekend, limits a pitching staff already reeling from the loss of Kobata. Kelly Nichols, normally used in relief situations, was called on to start against Northern Illinois and could be called on again. Freshman Angela Beaulo, who was Big East pitcher of the week last week, has been pitching well since Kobata's injury.

Lack of focus hindered the Irish defense against the Huskies. Poor defense crippled the Irish in game one against Northern Illinois, where an error and a wild pitch helped give the Huskies its 2-0 victory.

Miller still remains optimistic about her team's chances despite the uphill battle due mainly to the injury situation, "The key is to score runs and score early. It'll be a good game (against Northwestern)."

After a game where offensive production was down for the Irish, Miller's assessment is right on track. Notre Dame is coming off being shutout for the first time all season, losing 2-0. The Irish, though, pounded out 13 hits and eight runs in the second game.

"We hit well, but we didn't put anything together (in the first game)," commented Miller. "That's the nature of the game."

Northwestern could give the Irish fits with its dose of steady pitching and an aggressive offense. Wildcat pitching held the Irish to only one run in the last game, but could not touch Irish pitching. However, due to injuries, Irish pitching is not what it was at the beginning of the season. Notre Dame's offense will be the key against Northwestern, needing to put behind its recent trend of cold openers but hot endings.

"It should be a tough game," said Miller. "We beat them 1-0, so I expect two very tough games."

The Irish have one more home game, Saturday and Sunday against Big East for Seton Hall before preparing for the Big East tournament the first weekend in May.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY IN THE NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: Avoid swallowing your energies in wedlock. Zest is on you or there is none. It's customary to treat your partner to a small gift. If your mate is a horoscope fan, find a collection of writing paper with the date on it. Career opportunities will fail existed your expectations. Seek a consolation in romance. Physical attraction alone is not enough to create a long-lasting affair. While you plan your pages to travel and become your own publisher. A cherished colonial ghost writing within salt.

CELEBRITIES BORN ON THIS DAY: after Al Pacino, singer-pillar Fergie, writer-Taya Dell, basketball player-Michael Jordan, lanes-Joel and Victoria Osteen (March 21-April 19). Meetings, messages and business trips bring good luck. Domestic bar- 

There’s nothing left to give!! You’ve taken it all!!

OKAY, YOU GOT MY DIGNITY AND MY CAREER, TOO, BUT I'M DRAWING THE LINE HERE, BUSTA!

If you get back on your feet — a sensible action — it will be worth your while. Do not make light of the peo-

CROSSWORD

ACROSS

1 Sing "shoo-doo-do" (10)
2 Below, by Byron (10)
3 Bowler control (10)
4 Unique rival (10)
15 Shade of red (10)
16 Start for Christy Mathewson (10)
17 Humdinger: Var. (10)
19 Siege weapon (10)
20 Amatorly (10)
21 Get hard (10)
22 All low — (in decline) (10)
23 Lampoon (10)
26 Punch in the stop (10)
28 House of lords (10)
30 Armadas (10)

CROSSWORD

40 Pompous person (6)
41 Hook (4)
42 Poetic pupilgust (6)
43 Excitement (6)
44 Oxford tutor (6)
45 Money in coin (6)
46 Money in coin (6)
47 Kind of basket (6)
48 Instructional units (6)
49 Big, books, perhaps (6)

DOW

2 Grill rival (9)
3 Row of the 
4 Appropriate (9)
5 Brighten break (9)
6 Supply in fresh mood (9)
7 Photographer’s aide (9)
8 1947 Kim Hunter (5)
9 Broadway role (5)
10 Yoke (5)
11 Ecliptic (5)
12 Decline of an animal (5)
13 Doorway (5)
14 Dating from birth (5)
15 Copyright violator (5)
16 Conjure up (5)
17 Toledo title (5)
18 Shades of green (5)
19 Wash the whip (5)
20 Tries the wine (5)
21 Galley marking (5)
22 Kind of beer (5)
23 Pitcher projection (5)

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sunday</th>
<th>Monday</th>
<th>Tuesday</th>
<th>Wednesday</th>
<th>Thursday</th>
<th>Friday</th>
<th>Saturday</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JOKED</td>
<td>JOKED</td>
<td>JOKED</td>
<td>JOKED</td>
<td>JOKED</td>
<td>JOKED</td>
<td>JOKED</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WANTED: Reporters, photographers and editors. 

The Observer • TODAY

FOUR FOOD GROUPS OF THE APOCALYPSE

DAVE KELLETT

YOUR HOROSCOPE

JEAN DIXON

A Hospitality Luncheon will be held today in the CSC from 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. to support the Mexico and El Salvador Seminars. Mexican food will be served for $3.

Cry the Beloved Country, a film from South Africa, will be shown tonight at 7 p.m. at the State Auditorium. Admission is free. This event is sponsored by Biko-Steinart and the African Students Association.

Seniors looking for roommates for next year—a USA map has been posted in Career and Placement.
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Cry the Beloved Country, a film from South Africa, will be shown tonight at 7 p.m. at the State Auditorium. Admission is free. This event is sponsored by Biko-Steinart and the African Students Association.

Seniors looking for roommates for next year—a USA map has been posted in Career and Placement.
**SPORTS**

Thursday, April 25, 1996

---

**SPRING FOOTBALL**

Spencer shines in backup role

By TODD FITZPATRICK

Spokes Writer

Penn State is known as Linebacker U. Miami was known for years as Quarterback U. The way things are going, maybe Notre Dame should be called Fullback U.

The past included punishing backs like Anthony Johnson, Rodney Culver, Jerome Bettis, and Ray Zellers. The present is multi-talented Marc Edwards.

The future is Jamie Spencer.

"I see what they have done in the past, and I want to keep the tradition rolling," commented Spencer.

"I used to watch guys like Bettis before I came here. I really respect him a lot. I know about the great tradition this school has with guys like Bettis and Rodney Culver and Anthony Johnson. It was probably one of the reasons I chose to come here."

---

**SPORTS at a GLANCE**

Softball
vs. Northwesmen, April 25, 3 p.m.

Baseball
vs. Indiana, April 25, 5 p.m.

Lacrosse
vs. Michigan State, April 26, 7 p.m.

Track and Field
at Drake and Hildale Relays, April 25 and 27

SMC Sports
Tennis at Kalamazoo, April 25, 3 p.m.

---

**BOOKSTORE BASKETBALL**

How sweet it is

Bookstore field narrows to 16

By TIM MCCONN

Spokes Writer

The pretenders have been sent packing. The "Sweet Sixteen" has arrived, and now, only the true contenders for the Bookstore Basketball XXV crown remain.

For those eliminated in yesterday's round of thirty-two, they really have not achieved anything yet. Now that only sixteen teams remain, a whole new tournament begins. Following yesterday's round of thirty-two, sweet may not be the word of choice. More like bittersweet.

"We used to watch guys like Bettis before I came here. I really respect him a lot. I know about the great tradition this school has with guys like Bettis and Rodney Culver and Anthony Johnson. It was probably one of the reasons I chose to come here."

---

**BASEBALL**

Scott Sollmann collected his record-setting 38th stolen base last night. He surpassed Pat Pevaisanto's mark of 36 in a single season.

Nothing for Norbert: Notre Dame takes two

By DYLAN BARMER

Assistant Sport Editor

Talk about reversal of fortunes.

After being pummeled 13-3 at the hands of Illinois yesterday, the Notre Dame baseball team took advantage of Division III St. Norbert in a doubleheader yesterday afternoon, winning 13-0 and 12-1.

"It was good that we got the chance to play a lot of guys, get back on the winning track," head coach Paul Mainieri commented.

The Irish played enough different people to field two teams, especially in the nightcap, which saw everything from a reserve outfielder playing second base and pitching, to a starting pitcher throwing three scoreless innings before moving to first base.

"I just tried to throw strikes," commented Brett Poppleton, the reserve outfielder in question, who came on in the fifth to throw a shutout inning. "Jeff (Wagner) put his glove out, and I just had to put the ball in there."

That was about all anyone had to do against St. Norbert, who recorded just eight hits off six different Irish pitchers in both games while committing seven errors in the field.

Freshman Chris McKeown set the tone early for the Irish pitchers, throwing seven innings of shutout baseball in only his second collegiate start.

"The story of the first game was Chris McKeown," said Mainieri. "He had bad good movement on his fastball, and threw an outstanding change-up. He was in complete command out there."

"It's real nice to get some playing time," commented McKeown, who picked up his second win in the past week.

---

**Inside**

- Softball fights injuries
- Saint Mary's tennis loses to Valpo
- Twins set record in victory

---

**BASKETBALL Seeds**

1. Models, Inc.
2. Dos Kleskas
3. CCE
4. Showtime
5. Swoosh
6. NBT III
7. Bring out the Gimp II
8. Tobacco Cat
9. Malicious Prosecution
10. Pass the Beermats
11. CJ's Wooden Shoes
12. Hood River Bandits
13. Vanilla Kemals
14. Sweeter than Candy
15. Hoopalohics
16. Untouchables

---

**BOOKSTORE SEEDS**

Lamar Justice (left) of third-ranked CCE and LaRon Moore, Lamont Bryant, and Renaldo Wynn (from left to right) of top-ranked Models, Inc. are some of the better known faces of Bookstore XXV.